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About This Game

Now supporting both the HTC Vive and Oculus

Shaky hands? Hate the VR Shiver in Sniper Games? Well this game is for you! Try out our stabilization system which
completely removes the VR Shiver and allows you to be a great sniper even with shaky hands! Just squeeze the trigger

slowly before shooting to stabilize then make precise adjustment to get the perfect shot like a real Sniper.

While working for the S.W.A.T (Square Weapons Assault Team) you learn the skills needed to get your revenge! Become “The
Sniper” and take on punks, pimps, mafia leaders, and even corrupt politicians. Now as a vigilante, you have to work your way to

the top by shooting your enemies in the FACE, and dodging bullets Matrix style! While using your high tech "Drumphinator"
watch and bleeding edge stabilization tech to aim for 100% accuracy! Do you have what it takes?

Key Features

Shooting range with targets up to 10K in distance!

16 Unique Sniper missions

Realistic bullet physics (Effected by Gravity and Wind)

6 realistic snipers with a wide range of power and style
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7 scopes which you can buy to better see the enemy

Two handed grip!

High Tech watch for wind detection

Explosions and other “Accidental Death” causes

Slow motion effects

Unique Features

Don't look through the walls!

Unique take on long range stabilization!

Custom made Snipers! Just for you!

Strategy driven Sniper action
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Title: The Sniper VR
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
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iVRstudio
Publisher:
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This game is a waste of money. It was not fun or interesting to play. It is very simplistic and not well executed. I bought this on
sale and still feel cheated.. Seems overwhelming at first, but it's not that hard to get a hang of. This guy put genuinely good work
into it, glad to support this. didnt enjoy it haha. Same as all the other total wars just with different weapons. Fun.. It's a nice
game!

Cool graphics and interesting play model. There are goals to meet in each level such as collecting food and resources,
repairing roads and bridges and constructing buildings that will allow you to achieve your goals and earn 3 gold stars.
The game itself is good.
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I love the concept for this game! I love how in-depth it gets with the recipe editor and the ability to fully customize your
restaurant design, character design, and menu! Being able to hire and pick your own staff is very nice as well. However, there
were a few issues.
For one, the tutorial is a little unclear for certain aspects of the game such as the character points. I never got an explanation of
exactly what was supposed to happen once I added more points to my character. Does this unlock more recipe templates? Or
does it just give me the ability to cook better food? Speaking of which, I never figured out how to unlock more recipe
templates. It is a little boring when you only have five different recipe templates to start with and can't create more types of
dishes.
On the topic of recipe templates, I would really like to see more options for different types of cuisines. Right now, Italian food
seems heavily favored, and I would like to see recipe templates or beginning dishes for maybe Asian food or even American
food like burgers.
Additionally, the staff can get stuck in loops where they don't get or serve more customers. I'm not really sure what to do when
that happens. Can you eventually train your staff? Do they begin to improve? I can't really tell if or when that happens.
The tutorial also seems to have a glitch where if you decide skip the tutorial the decision to open the restaurant does not appear
until you exit the game and then re-enter. It is also easy to accidentally skip the tutorial just by clicking the wrong panel
accidentally.
I'm also unsure if I'm just playing the game wrong or if there is an additional layer of strategy I'm missing, but I can't seem to
ever run a restaurant that doesn't fail even when I cut back on expenses and raise prices.
Overall, I really like this game a lot and can't wait to see the finished version! I hope some of the gameplay will be more
polished and the cuisine will be more varied but it's still fun as is.. This is the first time I've felt the need to post a Steam review.
But this game is really something else. It's been years since a (platformer) game gave me a legitimate thumb cramp. It's also
been years since a game's story gave me actual emotional pangs. Celeste did both.

As far as gameplay is concerned, it's an intense, precise platformer in the tradition of games like Super Meatboy (albeit in a far
more charming package, in my opinion). The controls are extremely tight, the mechanics are few, but well implemented, and the
learning curve is reasonable. At the start of the game, I was thinking "well, this is pretty simple." By the last chapter, the
recurring thought was "How the #$%@ did I just do that?". Let me be clear. Your deaths will be in the hundreds, possibly
thousands, before the end of the game. But the fast respawns, almost constant checkpoints, vibrant pixelated landscapes and
fantastic soundtrack tend to soften the blow when you fail. In many similar "expert" platformers, repeated deaths eventually lead
me to rage quit (and potentially, uninstall). I am not a masochist when it comes to games. I want to enjoy what I'm playing. Yet
despite my innumerable mistimed jumps, unwise allocation of stamina (a key mechanic to the game) and just BARELY missed
platforms, I found myself starting the room again before I had time to think about smashing the Save & Quit option. I
WANTED to keep going. And every time I made it to the next checkpoint, it felt rewarding. In some ways, I suppose I began to
identify with Madeline's determination to conquer the mountain. Which leads me to the second factor, the story.

Madeline is a girl who is running away from her past. It never goes into detail about what exactly she's been through, but the
dialogue is formed in a way that makes it easy to relate, or perhaps even insert your own backstory in some sort of subconscious
manner. For anyone who's ever dealt with depression, anxiety, or low self-esteem, this will resonate in a big way. The constant
struggle against one's darker nature and the compulsion to self-sabotage is played out beautifully onscreen. The game's story is
not complicated, and although there is a fair amount of dialogue in the interludes between challenges, it never feels bloated or
tacked-on in the way many similar games might handle story. It may not speak to all gamers, but I think for a lot of us,
Madeline's shoes feel like a good fit. It's not very often that I find myself identifying so closely with a pixelated sprite in an
indie game, but I was right there for this one.

The combination of fantastic gameplay and a relatable story on their own would be enough for me to give this game a 9\/10, but
I have to mention the graphics and soundtrack. This game is BE-YOO-TEE-FULL. There's been a lot of pixel art games coming
out in the last few years, of varying quality. I tend to enjoy the style when it's done well, and in this case, it's nearly flawless.
Despite the relatively low pixel count, the environments are constant eye-candy. It gave me flashbacks to Yoshi's Island on the
SNES (which has possibly the loveliest art style of its era). Each new area feels unique and vibrant, and I found myself excited
to both explore the nooks and crannies in search of the more elusive strawberries (the game's main collectible item), and
progress to the next chapter. Additionally, each new area has a fantastic musical track that balances lilting piano melodies with
atmospheric synth work that ranges from soothing to intensely foreboding. The soundtrack drives you forward as much as the
story and gameplay itself.

There's a lot of great indie games out there in Steamland, and many of them are worth playing. Of the ones that are, most of
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them have at least one or two elements that are simply exceptional, whether it be the art style, music, story, game mechanics, or
some combination of. Celeste hits all these marks. My only complaint is that the game could have been longer (I finished it in
about 8 hours), but if you're the type to go after every last collectible, I'm sure you'll get quite a bit more out of it and there IS an
extra section that can only be unlocked via certain collectibles. For the time I spent with it though, I enjoyed Celeste more than
the vast majority of comparable games that I've ever played. It's challenging to play (and immensely satisfying to beat),
beautiful to look at, and injected with JUST the right amount of emotional impetus to make you root for its protagonist, all the
way from base camp to the summit.

In short, buy this game.. Crashes every time after first mission?. This game is great!!! You learn the control quick and anyone
can play (great game to throw friends on). I know it is still in early access but the developers have a wonderful foundation, and
lots of content already. This game is a mixture of syfy, aliens, and FPS shooting. There are some things that could be improved
but I highly recommend this to anyone. 9\/10

Pros:
- Fast paced movement speed reminds me of retro games like doom.....LOVE IT!!!!
- Plenty of weapons to pick from, and quickly in the heat of battle
- Good varitey of enemies
- Gore!!
- Graphics are pretty good.....easy on the eyes
- Multiple "Episodes" to play and each has multiple levels with a boss at the end

Cons:
- OMG the door closing in my face!!!!! Please make the doors stay open if I am standing near\/under them.
- During my play though it was a 10% chance if the health I picked up actually gave me any health. The other 90% of the time it
did nothing.
- Lack of "atmostphere" sounds. I mostly just heard enemy footsteps. Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the
translation tho...
Seriously. The controls probably aren't too difficult to get your head around but the translation makes it an uphill battle.. To put
it simple, this game is a mindless kind've fun. Just launch the game, blast a whole lot of baddies and collect all 40 achievments.
It is no masterpiece of course, but for a budget priced game, you get a good amount of value out of your money. The only isue I
have with it is the scoring system. One of the bonus levels make it virtually impossible to lose, and I was racking up points for
over 15 minutes..but after you hit the max points, your score resets into the negatives. This happened at least 3 times throughout
that level and ruined the fun of the scoring system for the rest of the game. Overall Recommended though ^_^. The quality is
bad, it's hard to understand what and how to do something and train controls aren't good. This game is like from the past.. From
2010 or something. Maybe I don't understand it but I find it to hard for me.. great skins!

but....

play with each one of them just when finished the game is really, really really stupid, insanely stupid.
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